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Make your own model rocket ride, and power it with the hobby motor 
and 0.5 volt solar cells. The model shown on the right uses the rocket 
template on the next page, but feel free to create your own design!  
Overview
A tube made from cereal box cardboard is rolled around a hobby motor. 
On top is a cardboard circle with two solar cell that are wired to the 
motor through the tube. 
The motor shaft fits into a yellow plastic wheel that’s attached to a 
cardboard base. The model rockets are made from paper, and attached 
to the tube with kabob sticks. 
Making the Ride Structure 
1. Follow the Tube Making Guide (page 28) to make a cardboard tube around a hobby motor. Cut a notch in one 
end for the motor wires.

2. Attach a yellow wheel to the cardboard base. It’s easiest to tape the 
yellow wheel to the cardboard as shown below, but the tape may rip 
off if you’re not careful. 
3. A stronger method is to drill holes in the yellow wheel by each of 
the four ribs as shown on the right.

Center the wheel on the cardboard base. Poke a kabob stick through the wheel holes. 
Then use brass brads or pipe cleaners to attach the wheel to the base as shown on the right.
4. Use the Circle Cutting Guide (page 27) to cut a circular cardboard top. Cut a hole 
in the center of the top big enough to pull the wires through. 

5. Cut three cardboard fins, and 
tape or glue them to both the 
tube and the cardboard top as 
shown in Method A on the left. 

6. Another method for attaching 
the top is to fold the top ends of 
the cardboard fins. 

Then use brass brads to attach 
them as shown in Method B on 
the left. 

7. Pull the motor wires through 
the hole in the top.

8. Use a loop of tape to attach 
the solar cells to the top. 

9. Use your knowledge of 
solar cell wiring to connect the 
cells to the motor.

10. Go to the next page to 
make the rocket ships.

R Materials List
n 12” x 12” Cardboard Base
n Cereal Box (for cardboard)
n Corrugated cardboard 
n Hobby motor
n Two 0.5 volt Solar Cells
n Drill & drill bits (optional)
n Glue &/or tape
n Scissors
n Plastic wheel
n Thin ribbon
n Pencil 
n Ruler
n Push Pin
n Kabob sticks (4)
n Brass brads
n Art & craft supplies
n Circle Cutting Guide (see pg. 27)
n Tube Making Guide (see pg. 28)
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Making the Rockets
NOTE: If you want to color the rockets, it’s easier to do that before assembling them.
1. Cut out the tail template on the solid outer lines. Fold on the dotted lines. Tape the bottom. 
Cut notches on the inner lines.  
2. Cut out the body template on the solid outer lines. Poke through the hole marks with a push pin 
or a sharp pencil. Then do the following steps:

3. Poke holes near the top of  the tube, and slide kabob sticks though them. Slide the rockets onto the sticks.
4. Slide the motor shaft into the yellow wheel. Put the ride in the sun, and watch it spin!
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D. Slide in the tail

A. Roll & tape the nose

B. Roll & tape the body

C. Tape the nose & cut slots.
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